About Our Company:

HornBlasters is an American company located in Tampa, Florida. Born because of a need to provide the

best in the automotive and marine pneumatic suspension & signaling products at the best prices available
anywhere. HornBlasters also carries a line of novelty products as well, since we also have a bit of a crazy
streak that was bred into the business long ago. HornBlasters has been providing the best pneumatic
accessories and obnoxiously loud horns available anywhere in the world since 2003. HornBlasters doesn’t
just provide other companies’ parts to its customers; we are a fully capable manufacturer of air horns and
pneumatic solutions, proudly manufactured right here in the USA. We support American businesses and take
an enormous amount of pride in offering same-day shipping services. As well as expedited shipping services
all over the globe, no matter the size of the shipment, or amount of business we do with your company. Our
customer service is second-to-none, and we’re ready to prove it, day-in & day-out.

HornBlasters, Inc.

Toll Free: (877) 209-8179
Phone: (813) 783-8058

E-mail: sales@hornblasters.com
www.HornBlasters.com
Social Media: @HornBlasters
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Train Horns
Shocker Air Horns

The legendary Shocker Horns are
manufactured by HornBlasters
in the USA and have been
in constant production since
2003. All Shocker Horns come
with HornBlasters’ unmatched
lifetime manufacturer’s defect
warranty. They contain stainless
steel internals for extremely high
performance and long lasting
sound production. Shocker
Series Horns are meticulously crafted
from fiberglass reinforced ABS plastic for
unparalleled strength and resistance to the elements.
Installation should be done with a momentary switch
to engage the air horns. A high performance on
board air system is required to operate this system.
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Shocker XL: AH-S4
Using four hand tuned,
5-inch bells of various
lengths, the Shocker XL
produces a familiar – and
LOUD train horn tone,
reminiscent of trains you’ve
heard throughout your
lifetime. The AH-S4 comes with all
of the required fittings, air line and a high
performance valve.

Rocker: AH-S2

Using bells #3 & #4 of the
Shocker XL, the Rocker
produces a sound more similar
to the sound you would expect
of a truck horn. The AH-S2
comes with all of the required
fittings, air line and a high
performance valve.
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Train Horns
If you’re looking for the loudest air horns available, look no further than the Nathans.
HornBlasters is proud to carry Nathan airchimes, which is the OEM horn found on
virtually all commercial locomotives. If you’ve ever heard a train as it approach a
crossing, then you have likely heard a Nathan in action. Constructed only from the
highest quality aluminum, with the utmost attention to quality control, Nathans are
the Train Horn by which all others are measured.

Nathan Airchime K5LA

Nathan Airchime K3LA

The K5LA is the
Godfather of all other
Train Horns and features
five heavy-duty diecast
bells mounted on a highflow, five-way manifold
with a ½-inch NPT
central port for proper air delivery to each bell. Rated
for operation up to 150 psi, the Nathan AirChime K5LA
will not only be heard for miles, but will literally shake the
ground with its massive sound production. Be warned,
the K5LA is not for the faint of heart!

The K3LA is the threechime that all others
aspire to be. With all
of the heavy duty
construction that Nathan
AirChimes are known-for, the
K3LA features the same heavyduty diecast bell construction
as the its bigger brother, the
K5LA. The K3LA produces a very
loud, locomotive horn sound that is every bit a genuine
locomotive signaling sound as well.

Nathan Airchime P5

Nathan Airchime P3

AH-K5

AH-P5

AH-K3

AH-P3

The P5 produce’s a deep,
mellow tone that is less
intense than their
K-Series, but demand
attention when
actuated. The P-Series
aren’t as commonly used
on todays trains as the K5 or
K3, but will add a distinctive sound
to your vehicle when installed. The P5
features five heavy-duty sandcast bells
mounted on a high-flow, high-rise manifold with a
½-inch NPT central port for proper air delivery to each bell.

The P3 features
three heavyduty sandcast bells
mounted on a high-flow, high-rise manifold with a ½-inch
NPT central port for proper air delivery to each bell.
Developed as a cost-saving alternative to the P5, the
Nathan AirChime P3 produces a powerful, deep tone
when actuated.

Important Notes: Nathan AirChime horns are sold as just the horns; they
will require a high performance onboard air system (OBA). Examples
of these OBA’s can be found on page 7. Additionally, an air valve Kit
(available on Page 16) must be purchased separately to actuate the
horn. It is recommended that a ½-inch valve be used when installing any
Nathan AirChime signaling device. Additionally, all AirChimes may be easily
customized to allow signaling in either direction by reversing the mounting
orientation of each bell as desired by the end user.
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Train Horn Kits
CONDUCTOR’S SPECIAL TRAIN HORN KITS:
The Conductor’s Special Kits were developed to allow real train horns sound and decibel levels to be
achieved by virtually any vehicle, regardless of its size. All other kit elements can be installed where needed
to maximize space and performance. Each kit contains everything you will need to install an attentiondemanding onboard train horn on your vehicle, without the need to visit a hardware store for more parts.

Air systems are also available separately upon request

Conductor’s Special 228VX
HK-S4-228VX

Producing the same dB level as HornBlasters’ famous
“Conductor’s Special”, the 228VX comes with a VIAIR
20005 Air Source Kit. This tank and compressor combo is
designed for an easy quick install. With the pressure switch
and most all fittings already installed this takes all of the
guess work out.
Note: The tank/compressor combo used in this system
must be mounted upright and in an enclosed area.
Failure to operate the unit in this manner will void the unit’s
manufacturer defect warranty.

Conductor’s Special 232
HK-S4-232

This is one of our most versatile systems, with the
separate tank and compressor this kit can fit on virtually
any vehicle. The Viair 325c is a fast filling compressor
which recharges this slim 2 gallon tank in less than 90
seconds. Making this one of our most desirable kit.

Conductor’s Special 540
Conductor’s Special 240

HK-S4-540

HK-S4-240

This is one of our loudest, fastest tank filling complete
systems, due to the inclusion of a VIAIR 400C compressor,
and a two gallon tank which is 100% customizable to fit
virtually any make and model vehicle.
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As one of the larger capacity Conductor’s Special Kits,
the 540 comes complete with a fast filling VIAIR 400C air
compressor and a five gallon air tank, for increased honk
time with the supplied four-horn Shocker XL kit.

Nathan Airchime Horn Kits
Air systems are also available separately upon request

Nathan AirChime K5 540
HK-K5-540

Nathan AirChime P5 540
HK-P5-540

Behold, the loudest train horn system available anywhere
in the world, using all-new parts. The Nathan AirChime K5
540 System will put the power of the world’s most famous,
and earth-shattering train horn, the K5 at your control.
The K5 540 Includes a five gallon air tank and a VIAIR
400C air compressor for fast tank fill, as well as a detailed
installation manual and all of the required parts needed
to install the world’s most commanding train horn setup.
Caution: This system causes seismic activity.

The Nathan AirChime P5 540 features the impressive fivechime P5 AirChime, paired with a five gallon air tank, and
a VIAIR 400C air compressor for fast tank fill, as well as all of
the parts needed to install the system. Like all HornBlasters
train horn kits, all fittings, wiring, 1/2” valve, and other parts
needed are included, as is a detailed installation manual for
a trouble-free installation.

Nathan AirChime K3 540

Nathan AirChime P3 540

HK-K3-540

The Nathan AirChime K3 540 features the world-renowned
K3 AirChime, paired with a five gallon air tank, and a VIAIR
400C air compressor for fast tank fill, as well as of the parts
needed to install the system. Like all Hornblasters train horn
kits, all parts needed are included along with a detailed
installation manual for a flawless installation.

HK-P3-540

The Nathan AirChime P3 540 features the worldrenowned P3 AirChime, paired with a five gallon air
tank, and a VIAIR 400C air compressor for fast tank fill,
as well as all of the parts needed to install the system.

www.HornBlasters.com - 2015 Equipment Catalog
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Electric/Motorcycle Horn Kits
HornBlasters
Dixie Musical Air Horn

MH-DIXIE

PsychoBlasters V2 Electric
Air Horn: AH-B2-V2
HornBlasters is proud to introduce The Psychoblasters V2.
This product includes a direct drive air compressor, and
mounting hardware. Installation is quick and easy, with
no tank required!

Motorcycle
Air Horn

EH-CYCLEC

Finally an ultracompact,
motorcycle horn
with the pleasant
and powerful air
horn sound. The
horn produces
a loud, dual tone
sound with the nostalgic
sound of an air horn. The
lightweight direct drive compressor activates the air
horn instantly. There’s no tubing to install; just wire it up
and you’re good to go! This high quality horn is perfect
for Motorcycles, ATVs, Golfcarts and any other small
vehicle.

Available In Black

EH-CYCLE
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The song of the South is available for your vehicle with this
Dixie Musical Horn System. The 5 trumpets compose the 11
notes of Dixie Land by use of the supplied air compressor.
The horns are individually mounted and can be installed
anywhere on the vehicle. The horn system includes 5 ABS
trumpets, a heavy duty compressor, 72” of air line and
mounting hardware. Now you can have the sound of the
General Lee from The Dukes of Hazzard at your fingertips!

HornBlasters
100-watt Public Address
PA-100H

So you want a P.A. people can actually hear... Introduc
ing everything you’ve ever wanted! This powerful, 100 watt, public address system screams! It’s seriously loud!
In fact it’s as loud as the ones used on law enforcement
vehicles.

HornBlasters Air Horns
These horns match well with our onboard air systems on pages 6-7

Bullet
AH-B4

Caboose
AH-B3

The Caboose takes the lead from its sibling, the Psychoblasters and adds another bell to the mix, with a shorter
overall length. The tone produced by the Caboose is
higher pitched, but demands attention when the onboard
valve assembly is opened. Just add an onboard air system
to let them know you’re bringing up the rear.

If you’re looking for a
loud horn on a budget
this is the way to go.
Horn includes valve assembly,
mounting hardware, and installation instructions

Katrina Horn

AH-C5B

This 5 chime train horn is
insanely loud! Our brand
new heavy duty 5 chime,
the Katrina horn! This horn
was designed from the
ground up to be the loudest
of its class.

Bandit

AH-BB

A standard in daily driver use, the Bandit uses three bells and a
½ tubing to make sure that the sound emanating from itself is
heard for blocks. The Bandit also includes an integrated valve
assembly for ease of installation. Simply add an onboard air

Psychoblasters
AH-B2

The Psychoblasters is a two-chime, chrome plated
powerhouse that includes a low-profile mount, as well
as an integrated valve assembly for installation in tight
spaces typical to standard passenger cars. Add an
onboard air system to awaken the beast

Outlaw

AH-C3 (Chrome) AH-C3B (Black)
The Outlaw three-chime air horn features nonferrous
metal, either a grade “A” chrome finish or flat black finish
and a sturdy, multiple attachment point steel mount
and onboard, integrated valve assembly. Just install an
onboard air system to alert the posse.

Tug Horn (Extra Long)
AH-TUG-37

Deep & Powerful! If you love the sound of a classic
tugboat storming through the harbour then this horns for
you! This version is 4inches longer than the standard Tug
Horn and produces a much deeper bass note.

www.HornBlasters.com - 2015 Equipment Catalog
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Marine Air Horns
If the demand of operating air horns on open waters is your goal, look no further than
the Marine Horns from HornBlasters. Rated to exceed all maritime requirements for
sounding apparatus, all of our models will exceed your expectations – and provide
the safety signaling required by law for vessels traveling on open waters. Note:
Marine Horns require the use of a valve, and on board air system sold separately (see
on pages 12)

Admiral 5
Chime Horn

Chrome Strombos
Quadplex Nautical Horn
AH-M4

AH-C5

Deep, loud, and powerful! These horns are insanely loud
and has a stunning finish to match. Whether you’re on
the open sea or throwing a party in the harbour these
horns will ensure you stand out!

Chrome Strombos
Triplex Nautical Horn
AH-M3

The Chrome Strombos
Triplex is a triple chime
chrome plated horn
with all brass construction, bolted to a stacked
triangulated base that will
raise the signaling potential
of your watercraft, and provide
the means to make sure that you and your
crew are safe from dangers on open water.

Chrome Strombos Duplex
Nautical Horn
AH-M2

This heavy duty marine grade air horn boasts amazing performance and is perfect for salt water applications. This horn
outputs an impressive 140 dB at 1 meter and uses only 40
CFM. The horn itself is made of spun brass and coated in an
extra thick marine-resistant chrome finish.
If you have a large vessel and are looking for a loud sound
to match, this horn is perfect! The four-tone system sounds
beautiful and looks beautiful too. This horn brings you the
premium performance your vessel craves and can be driven
by compact 12 or 24 volt oil-less air compressor systems.

Outlaw 3 Chime
Chrome Marine Horn
AH-C3M

The Strombos Duplex is a fully-featured, dual chime horn
with solid brass construction under a polished chrome finish,
intended to stave off the oxidizing effects of salt water. Each
trumpet is tuned for maximum efficiency in open water,
providing a tone that carries well over distance, providing the
safety element required by law.

Perfect for any boat! These horns are not only
stunning to look at, but will literally stun anyone
that hears them. Unlike other horns of the variety, these are made from solid brass with a triple
stage chroming process. What this means, is you won’t
have to worry about salt water pickling the chrome after a
week on your boat.

If that’s not reason enough to select the Chrome Strombos
Duplex, then the deafening sound it creates should more than
shiver your timbers.

Seriously though, looks aren’t everything -- these horns bring
the whole package.
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Viair Onboard Air Systems
Light Duty - AS-198v

1 Gallon Onboard Air System
Quarter Duty - AS-227V
2 Gallon Onboard Air System

This smaller, 120 psi onboard air system,
is suitable for many pneumatic needs,
including smaller inflation tasks, light
duty air horns and more using a VIAIR
275C air compressor. This system will
provide enough service time to operate for about 10 minutes of continued
use, providing you give the system 30
minutes to cool down afterwards.

Pressurize the included one gallon air tank for air horn
use, off road air locker use, and a host of other light duty
pneumatic needs utilizing a VIAIR 98C air compressor. Not
intended specifically to inflate tires, this onboard air system
provides a reliable smaller volume, in a cost effective package.

Medium Duty - AS-232V

Heavy Duty - AS-240

This system, provides 150 psi of compressed air using a 33% duty cycle
325C compressor (good for approximately 20 minutes of continued use), a
2.5 gallon air tank, and all components
needed to install basic vehicle-based
pneumatics.

An all-in-one compressed air solution
that provides a fast, 33% duty cycle
VIAIR 400C compressor, 2.5 gallon air
tank, and all components needed to
install a working system capable of
inflating tires. A handy air hose with
clip-on tire chuck is included.

2.5 Gallon Onboard Air System 2.5 Gallon Onboard Air System

Super Duty - AS-232D

2.5 Gallon Onboard Air System

Provides two fast 325C, 33% duty cycle compressors, a 2.5
gallon air tank, inline pressure regulation, and all components needed to install a working system capable of inflating tires, managing air locking differentials, and more.

X’treme Duty - AS-235D
2 Gallon Onboard Air System

Provides two 350C, 100% duty cycle compressors, a 2.0
gallon air tank, inline pressure regulation, and all components needed to install a working system capable of inflating tires, managing air locking differentials, and more.

Constant Duty - AS-245V
2.5 Gallon Onboard Air System

A compressed air solution that provides a 100% duty cycle
450C compressor, 2.5 gallon air tank, and all components
needed to install a working system capable of inflating tires.

Ultra Duty - AS-248V

2.5 Gallon Onboard Air System

Provides an industry-leading, 200 PSI rated, 100% duty cycle
480C compressor, 2.5 gallon air tank, and all components
needed to install a working system capable of
inflating tires of virtually any size.

www.HornBlasters.com - 2015 Equipment Catalog
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Air Compressors
VIAIR air compressors are the industry’s leading high
performance air compressors, which can be found
throughout the automotive aftermarket, used for a
variety of various purposes. HornBlasters selects only
the finest quality aftermarket products, and stands
behind every manufacturer we select as a direct
supplier with complete confidence. For volumes in
excess of five gallons, select additional compressors
in order to maintain proper duty cycle operation.

AC-90

AC-92

AC-95

AC-97

AC-100

AC-250IG

AC-275

AC-280

AC-325

AC-325C

AC-350

AC-380

AC-380C

AC-400C

AC-400H

AC-420

AC-420C

AC-444C

AC-450

AC-450H

Viair Dual Packs
DC-380

12

DC-400

DC-444
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DC-450

DC-480

Air Compressors

This Air-Zenith compressor brings you unheard of quality,
insane speed, and a beautiful finish. Every little detail has been
thought of! It’s 100% duty at 200 PSI (better duty cycle than
any Viair compressor); it outputs a massive 4.25 CFM to fill your
tank in lightning speeds; it has a cooling fan to prolong the
compressor’s life; it has a completely rebuildable head; oh and
it has a 2 year warranty! (longer than any other automotive
compressor).
Tell us you want more? You got it. This compressor kit comes
conveniently prewired with a relay. There are simply 3 leads to

connect: 12 volt power, ground, and a 12 volt trigger to connect to your pressure switch. Done and done! No messy wiring or
confusing schematics. Then there’s the looks. Unlike every other
compressor, this one has them! The second you put this on your
vehicle, you’re going to know it was worth every cent. There’s
nothing more satisfying than buying the best there is.
Product Notes: This air compressor is designed to handle up to a
5 gallon air tank. Using this compressor with a larger tank, pressure over 200 PSI, or without a pressure switch not only voids your
warranty but may reduce the lifespan of your compressor.

HornBlasters is proud to offer OASIS Hi-Performance DC Air
Systems, the most powerful 12-volt air compressors in the world
today. With their extremely high CFM output, the OASIS lineup of
are compressors are capable of accomplishing what would be
seemingly impossible by other compressor manufacturers’ bestselling, and highest-rated compressor units.

AC-XD3000
The Oasis
XD3000
produces
a stunning
14 CFM
at free
flow and
remains
strong all
the way
up to 200
PSI. This
beast of a
compressor can
operate
a 1/2”
impact wrench without an air tank! Better yet when running it with an air tank it will fill a 5 gallon tank from 0 all the
way to 150 PSI in just 54 seconds. Most 12 Volt compressors
take this long to fill from 120 to 150.

This is made possible by mating a specially-built, oil bath air
compressor with a series-wound electric motor. Note: Due to the
increased amp draw demands of OASIS air compressors, you
may need to upgrade the alternator & overall charging system
of your vehicle for proper operation.

AC-XD4000
The Oasis XD4000 features an exclusive, forced air, motor
and compressor cooling system. The specially designed
deep-finned head, and compressor body is cooled by a
100 cfm fan built into a housing shroud, which also adds
protection to the unit. An internal fan also cools the modified 5 hp electric motor. This cooling combination provides
superior operating temperature reduction resulting in an
unrivaled 100%
duty-cycle @
200 psi.
Heavy Duty
Equipment
Available in 12v
and 24v
Runs 50 hour
service intervals.
Made In The
USA!
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Valves & Valve Kits
1/2” - VA-8

Introducing a HornBlasters exclusive,
the heavy duty Shocker valve! This
powerful valve delivers unparalleled
performance with a 16mm orifice,
the 1/2” valve was designed
specifically for our Shocker and
Nathan train horns. These valves
can also be used for air suspension
on your hot rod, lowrider, or
minitruck.

3/8” - VA-6

Our 1/4” Shocker valve is packs unparalleled performance
in a very small package. With its compact size and 2.5mm
office, it has become the #1 choice for motorcycle air ride.
This valve is also perfect to control the air suspension on your
hotrod, lowride or minitruck.

Introducing a
HornBlasters exclusive
air valve! This powerful
3/8in air valve
delivers unparalleled
performance.
This valve is also perfect
for air ride! With its 10mm
orrifce, it’ll make your air
ride smooth.

3/4” - VA-10

Introducing the big brother to our
1/2” heavy duty Shocker valve! This
powerful valve delivers unparalleled
performance with a massive 20mm
orrifice, the 3/4” valve was designed
specifically to move the maximum
amount of air possible. These valves
can be used for air suspension or
your train horns.

1/4” - VA-4

SMC Air Valves

1/4” VA-4S, 3/8” VA-6S, 1/2” VA-8S

Shocker 1/2-Inch Drain Kit
Kit AM-D08K

Shocker 1/2-Inch Valve Kit
VK-8

This is the most affordable valve for big
horns. It’s perfect for any large horns and
are built rock solid! Extra High Flow 16mm
Orifice Heavy Duty All Metal Valve Case
Designed For Performance Applications

SMC is one of the leading manufacturers
of high performance valves in the industry. Trust their extremely high quality and
attention to detail to provide the best
performance for your train horn and/or
onboard air system.

Available in 12v, 24v, and nickle.

1/2” Manual Train Horn Valve
VA-M8
If your idea of blowing your horns includes being able to
feather the sound from barely audile (good luck with that) all
the way to full blast, then a manual valve may be just the item
you need to make your train horn system complete.
This 1/2in train horn valve is perfect for those wanting complete
control over their horns! This valve allows precision control over
air flow and is recommended for Nathan AirChime, Leslie, and
other genuine train horns.
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Improve the life of your air system by
never having to go out of your way to
drain condensation from your air tank
again with the Shocker Drain Valve Kit.
Simply install at the lowest port of your air
tank to quickly and efficiently drain collected water from your tank. This valve kit
feature our 1/2” Shocker valve including
the fittings and airline needed.
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Graham White
1/2-inch Manual Valve
VA-M8W
The 353 series manual hand valve
is the perfect manual valve for
locomotive horn operation. 1/2 in NPT
connections provide an easy hookup
and the unique assembly allows
adjustment between a full flow and
several different metered flow levels.

Air Tanks
Viair Half Gallon 2 Port - TA-02V
This half gallon tank has 2 1/4” ports
on each of the end caps.

Viair 1 Gallon 2 Port - TA-102V
This 1 gallon tank has two 1/4in ports.

Horn-Air 2 Gallon 6 Port - TA-206H

Viair 2 Gallon 6 Port - TA-206V

This 2 gallon tank has four 1/4 in ports
and two 1/2 in ports. There are 2 on
the side, 1 on each end, 1 on top,
and 1 on the bottom.

This 2 gallon tank has six 1/4in ports.

Viair 2.5 Gallon 6 Port - TA-2H6V-200 Horn-Air Pancake 4 Gallon
8 Port - TA-408P
This 2.5 gallon tank has six 1/4in ports.
There are four 1/2 in ports on top,
two 3/8 in ports on top, one 1/8 in
port on top, and one 1/4 in port on
bottom.

Viair 5 Gallon 4 Port - TA-504V
This 5 gallon tank has two 3/8in ports
& two 1/4in ports.

Horn-Air Black 5 Gallon
8 Port - TA-508H

This steel 5 gallon air tank has seven
1/2 in ports and one 3/4in port.

Viair 1 Gallon 4 Port - TA-104V
This 1 gallon tank has four 1/4in ports.

Viair 2.5 Gallon 6 Port - TA-2H6V
This 2.5 gallon tank has six 1/4in ports.

Stainless 5 Gallon 4 Port - TA-504S
These Black Widow 5 gallon tanks
feature a beautiful stainless steel
finish and 4 1/2” ports. Why worry
about rust when you can have a
rust-proof tank with such

Horn-Air Black 8.5 Gallon
8 Port - TA-808H
This 8.5 gallon tank has seven 1/2”
ports and one 3/4in port. There are
4 on the side, 1 on each end, 1 on
top, and 1 on the bottom.

www.HornBlasters.com - 2015 Equipment Catalog
Also available12 and 20 gallon
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Airbags
SS-5 - AB-SS5

SS-6 - AB-SS6

RE-5 - AB-RE5

RE-6 - AB-RE6

This bag is 5.5in wide, 250
PSI, and provides a max
lift 8.6” min 2.7”

This bag is 5in wide, 200
PSI, and provide max lift 8”
min 2.9”

This bag is 6in wide, 250
PSI, and provides max lift
11” min 2.7”

This bag is 6in wide, 200
PSI, and provides max lift
10” min 2.9”

Firestone 224C
2600lb Air Bag Spring
This Firestone 2600 lb air bag has
a single 1/2 in or 3/8 in port. With
a minimum height of 3 in and a
maximum height of 9 in this air
spring provides a smooth ride
at any ride height you desire
within its 6 in stroke. At an inflated
diameter of 8
in the 2600 lb
Firestone air bag
is most suitably
used in vehicles
where suspension space isn’t
a limitation.

SS-8 - AB-SS8

This bag is 7in wide, 250
PSI, and provides max lift
12” min 2.7”

This bag is 8in wide, 250
PSI, and provides max lift
13” min 2.7”

RE-7 - AB-RE7

RE-8 - AB-RE8

This bag is 7in wide, 200
PSI, and provides max lift
11” min 2.9”

This bag is 8in wide, 200
PSI, and provides max lift
12” min 2.9”

Firestone 267C
2500lb Air Bag Spring
Whether you need bags for load
leveling or slamming your truck,
this high quality air bag is perfect
for you! This 2500lb Firestone air
spring has a single 1/2 in or 3/8 in
port for quick inflation and heavy
duty two ply walls for durability.
With a stroke of
5 in this air bag
provides a great
range of heights
for your vehicle
and smooth ride.
Its 6.5 in diameter

These air bags holds up to 600 PSI which makes
it extremely durable and resistant to damage
from wear and tear, inflation shock, or just outright
abuse. Air Lift’s Dominator air spring is the flagship
of Air Lift bags. Its outstanding
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SS-7 - AB-SS7

AB-D26 Specs

Airlift Dominator 2500 - AB-D25
Airlift Dominator 2600 - AB-D26

8” wide
Max lift 12.5”
Max compressed height 2.8”
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AB-D25 Specs

7” wide
Max lift 10.5”
Max compressed height 2.8”

Pressure Switches and Gauges
HornBlasters Pressure Switch
w/ Relay

This is a premium, completely sealed, American pressure
switch for 12 volt air compressors. This switch will restart
your compressor when pressure falls below a certin level.
If you want a reliable, precise, and extremely well built
piece of equipement, look no further. This pressure switch
is about as tough as it gets.
Made In The USA! On top of supporting the US economy,
you’re receiving higher quality craftsmanship than you’d
see overseas.

PS-200H

PS-150H

HornBlasters Pressure Switch

HornBlasters Pressure Switch
w/ Dual Relays

This pressure switch is rated for both
12 or 24 volt systems. Perfect for auto
and marine applications
Available In: 105, 120, 150, 175 and 200PSI

Viair Pressure Switch

PS-150HD

PS-200HD

Sealed Viair Pressure Switch w/leads

This pressure switch is essential to
the operation of any 12 or 24 volt
air compressor. The switch turns the
compressor on automatically when
your pressure drops to a certain
level. Then turns off once you reach
the preset PSI.
Available In: 105, 120, 145, and 200PSI

This pressure switch is
essential to the operation of any 12 or
24 volt air compressor. The switch turns
the compressor on
automatically when
your pressure drops
below a certin level.

Available In 105, 120, 145, 175, and 200psi

Oasis Adjustable Pressure Switch
This is the recommended
pressure switch for all Oasis XDseries compressors. It comes
preset to 40 PSI on, and has
an adjustable turn-off pressure
between 100 and 250 PSI.

Viair Pressure Switch w/built in relay

One of the best pressure switches on the market. Turns your
compressors on when pressure goes below a certin level.
You cannot make a warranty claim on your Viair
Compressor without using this device.
Tested to last over 10,000 cycles. These heavy duty,
moisture resistant pressure switches come with built-in relays
for longevity.
Leads are pre-fitted with insulated 1/4in male push-toconnect terminals. Each lead wire is clearly labeled for

If you want the best of the
best for your Oasis, you want
this pressure switch! It helps ensure a longer lifespan of your
Oasis, by cycling the compressor within it’s intended pressure
ranges.
Recommended For Use With
The Following:
Oasis XD3000
Oasis XD4000

Available In: 105, 120, 145, and 200PSI
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Air Pressure Gauges
HornBlasters also sources air pressure gauges

from the leaders in high pressure air management,
but we also manufacture our own.
Whether you’re looking for a standard needle
gauge or digital air pressure gauge that reads
from zero all the way up to 400 PSI we’ve got
you covered.

HornBlasters 400 PSI Digital Air Gauge - GA-HB-400BL
Digital air gauges have
never looked so good!
Our 400 PSI rated gauge
delivers outstanding
performance hand in
hand with sharp looks.
This air gauge uses a
tank-mounted sensor to
display your air pressure
with extreme accuracy.

Air Zenith 220 PSI Digital Air Gauge - GA-220
This air gauge is perfect for a dash-mount
digital air tank display. If
you’ve been searching
for an affordable digital
solution, this is the one
for you. The display is
accurate for up to 1 PSI
of pressure and gives
warnings for low and
over-pressure readings.

HornBlasters 250 PSI 2in Air Gauge - GA-HB200
This premium 200
PSI gauge provides
accurate reading of
your tank pressure
with an easy to read
display. The gauge
also features 1/4in
male NPT threading to
make your life easier.
(normal gauges are
threaded 1/8in and
need a reducer, or
specialty fitting)
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Viair 160 PSI 1.5in Single Needle - GA-V1-160

Available in black and white Face
This high-quality 160
PSI gauge provides
accurate reading of
your tank pressure
with an easy to read
display. This singleneedle gauge is
extremely reliable and
is recommended for
any air system running
up to 150 PSI.

Viair 220 PSI 2in Dual Needle - GA-V2-D200

Available in black and white face
This high-quality 200 PSI
gauge provides accurate reading of your
tank pressure with an
easy to read display.
This dual-needle gauge
is extremely reliable and
is recommended for
any air system running
up to 200 PSI.

Accessories
HornBlasters Honky Tee Shirt

Bring a smile to a face near you with our “Horn If
You’re Honky!” tee-shirt today! Everyone is bound to
love it when you sport your new HornBlasters.com shirt!

Available in Black, Blue, & Red

HornBlasters Shocker Tee Shirt
Be the icon of your generation wearing a Shocker across your chest! This tee features “Two In
The Pink, One In The Stink” written over the outer
fingers of the logo.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q: I want the most bang for my buck, where should I
start looking for train horns?
A: We’re glad that you’re interested in HornBlasters,
but feel free to shop around. Look at what everyone
else is selling, then realize that most of what you’ll find
are knockoff parts that may look the part, but will very
likely – not stand the test of time. Ask others, you’ll hear
our name time and time again. We offer a wide variety
of air horn and train horn kits to fit virtually any budget.
If you’re looking for the best value for the loudest horn
you can buy – look no further than our Shocker &
Conductor’s Special models. They offer the loudest train
horn sound, mimicking the depth and tone provided by
world famous Nathan AirChimes. If we put our name on
it, we stand behind it, period. If nothing but an AirChime
will do, we have those too. All Hornblasters Shocker
horns are backed by a lifetime manufactures defect
warranty and are able to be mounted in any vehicle
due to their modular design.
Q: What is the output in decibels (dB) of your horn kits?
A: Actual locomotive horns Like the Nathan Airchimes
are the only horns offered with actual dB ratings from
stringent decibel testing. Realistically, there is no horn
that will produce tones in excess of 150 db when tested
at at 100 PSI, at a distance of one meter from the horn
in an anechoic chamber aside from Nathan Airchimes.
Q: Are HornBlasters kits complete? Will I need to buy
anything else to make the system work?

HornBlasters Tee Shirt

A: HornBlasters goes to great lengths to ensure that
we sell only complete train horn kits. It is our goal to
provide everything you need to blast your horns using
what comes with your kit. Of course, it is impossible to
determine every need or custom aspect of an onboard
air system such as inline air pressure regulators, air lines
to operate air tools and inflate tires, etc. but all of these
items are also available so you can create the system
that exceeds your needs.

This clever shirt has a secret
message hidden in plain sight!
Simply lift up the bottom half and
the message is revealed. Wear
it in public and no one will ever
guess... until you show them!

Camo
Tee Shirt
Available in Black, Blue, & Red

HornBlasters Stickers

Our brand new
Camo T-Shirts are
bound to impress!
Order yours today!

HornBlasters
Sports Horn

This is a one
of a kind
horn! It’s
ridiculously
loud, super
deep, and
flammable
too! Seriously
though it’s a
lot of fun!

HornBlasters Manufacturer Defect Warranty:
HornBlasters warrants its own products to be free of
defects in materials and workmanship for a period of
one years from the date of original purchase. A dated
sales receipt must be provided to establish original
date of purchase by the original purchaser to initiate
any warranty procedure. All other products (not
manufactured by HornBlasters) are bound by the terms
and level of warranty expressed by that manufacturer
in their supplied manuals and warranty statements. To
receive HornBlasters warranty service or assistance,
please contact Hornblasters at (877) 209-8179 to
describe the problem you are experiencing. Many
times, an error in installation may be the culprit and a
warranty situation may not exist at all. Please call us to
allow our team of customer service professionals to help
you sort out any issues you may experience. As a last
resort, we may issue a return authorization number to
inspect your products personally and thoroughly. Please
note, this warranty covers defects in materials and
workmanship only, and does not cover wear & tear, nor
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HornBlasters, Inc.
3752 Copeland Dr
Zephyrhills, FL 33542
Toll Free: (877) 209-8179
Phone: (813) 783-8058
International 1(813) 783-8058
Fax: (813) 783-2407
E-mail: sales@hornblasters.com
Hornblasters Links:
www.HornBlasters.com
Audio Samples: Installation Manuals: Tips Before You Buy:
Frequently Asked Questions: Product Specs and more

HornBlasters Social Media:
We can be found online @HornBlasters
and Tag us online #HornBlasters

